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ABSTRACT

Previously, a machine speech chain, which is based on
sequence-to-sequence deep learning, was proposed to mimic
speech perception and production behavior. Such chains sep-
arately processed listening and speaking by automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) and
simultaneously enabled them to teach each other in semi-
supervised learning when they received unpaired data. Un-
fortunately, this speech chain study is limited to speech and
textual modalities. In fact, natural communication is actually
multimodal and involves both auditory and visual sensory
systems. Although the said speech chain reduces the require-
ment of having a full amount of paired data, in this case we
still need a large amount of unpaired data. In this research,
we take a further step and construct a multimodal chain and
design a closely knit chain architecture that combines ASR,
TTS, image captioning, and image production models into
a single framework. The framework allows the training of
each component without requiring a large number of parallel
multimodal data. Our experimental results also show that an
ASR can be further trained without speech and text data and
cross-modal data augmentation remains possible through our
proposed chain, which improves the ASR performance.

Index Terms— speech recognition, semi-supervised,
multimodal

1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have been working in speech recognition tech-
nology for many decades. State-of-the-art ASR systems are
currently based on end-to-end deep learning frameworks.
Traditionally, they are usually trained by applying supervised
learning techniques that rely on the availability of speech
data and corresponding transcriptions. To improve the per-
formance in the presence of unexpected acoustic variability,
we usually collect more data to train more detailed models.
Although some systems have successfully reached parity with
humans [1, 2], such a learning style can only be perfectly fit
for recognizing the speech of about 10-20 of the world’s most
common languages. For many others, the problem is the size
of the required speech and corresponding transcriptions are
usually unavailable.

Recently, approaches that utilize learning from source-to-

target and vice-versa as well as feedback links have gained
attention and provide the possibility of training models with
unpaired datasets. He et al. [3] and Cheng et al. [4], re-
cently published work that addressed a mechanism called
dual learning in neural machine translation (NMT). Their
system has a dual task: source-to-target language translation
(primal) versus target-to-source language translation (dual).
It can leverage monolingual data to improve neural machine
translation. In image processing, several methods have also
been proposed to achieve unsupervised joint distribution
matching without any paired data, including DiscoGAN [5],
CycleGAN [6], and DualGAN [7]. The framework provides
learning to translate an image from a source domain to a target
domain without paired examples based on a cycle-consistent
adversarial network. Implementation on voice conversion
applications has also been investigated [8]. However, most
only work with the same domain between the source and the
target.

In speech-language processing, the speech chain frame-
work [9, 10, 11] was proposed to integrate human speech
perception and production behaviors that utilize the primal
model (ASR) that transcribes a text, given the speech versus
the dual model (TTS) that synthesizes the speech given the
text. Perhaps this is the first framework that was constructed
on a different domain (speech versus text). The approach pro-
vides freedom from needing a large amount of speech-text
paired data and possibilities to improve ASR performance in
semi-supervised learning by allowing ASR and TTS to teach
each other, given only text or only speech data. Unfortu-
nately, although this approach reduces the requirement of a
large amount of paired data, we still need a large amount of
unpaired data. Furthermore, this study is limited to speech
and textual modalities. In fact, natural communication is ac-
tually multimodal that involves both auditory and visual sen-
sory systems.

In this research, we constructed the first framework that
accommodates triangle modality (speech, text, and image)
and addressed the problems of speech-to-text, text-to-speech,
text-to-image, and image-to-text. Our new framework mim-
ics the mechanism of the entire human communication system
with auditory and visual sensors. Similar to a machine speech
chain, it allows each component to be trained without need-
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Fig. 1. Architecture: (a) speech chain framework [9], and (b) our proposed multimodal chain mechanism.

ing a large number of parallel multimodal data. In addition
to the above advantages, through closely knit chain architec-
ture that combines ASR, TTS, IC, and IR models into a single
framework, it further frees us from needing a large amount of
unpaired data. For example, specifically to ASR tasks, even
when no more speech and text data are available, it is still
possible to improve ASR by cross-modal data augmentation
through our proposed chain.

2. MULTIMODAL CHAIN FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 illustrates (a) the original speech chain framework
[9] and (b) our proposed multimodal chain mechanism. In
this extension, we included image captioning (IC) and im-
age retrieval (IR) models to incorporate visual modality into
the chain. The framework consists of dual loop mechanisms
between the speech and visual chains that involve quadruple
learning components: ASR, TTS, IC, and IR. In the speech
chain, sequence-to-sequence ASR and sequence-to-sequence
TTS models are jointly trained in a loop connection, and in the
visual chain, neural image captioning and neural embedding-
based image retrieval models are also jointly trained in a loop
connection. Both chains (speech and visual components) are
allowed to collaborate by text modality.

The sequence-to-sequence model in closed-loop architec-
ture allows us to train our entire model in a semi-supervised
fashion by concatenating both the labeled and unlabeled data.
To further clarify the learning process, we describe the mech-
anism based on the availability condition of the training data:

1. Paired speech(x)-text(y)-image(z) data exist: sep-
arately train ASR, TTS, IC and IR (supervised
learning)
Given complete multimodal dataset DPxyz , we can
set-up speech utterances x and corresponding text tran-
scriptions y as dataset DPxyzxy to separately train both
the ASR and TTS models in a supervised manner.
ASR losses LPASR and LPTTS are calculated directly
with teacher-forcing, where the ground truth for each
time step is used as input when decoding. We can also
set-up images z and captions y as dataset DPxyzyz to
separately train the IC and IR models with supervised
learning. The IC model is trained with teacher-forcing
on reference caption y, and the IR model is trained

with pairwise rank loss [12] on reference image z and
its contrastive sample.

2. Unpaired speech (x), text (y), images (z) data ex-
ist: jointly Train ASR&TTS in the speech chain and
IC&IR in the visual chain (unsupervised learning)
In this case, although speech, text, and image data are
available, they are unpaired.

(a) Only using speech data: unrolled process
ASR→TTS in a speech chain
Here we only use speech utterances x of dataset
DUxyz , and ASR generates transcription ŷ for
TTS to reconstruct. Reconstructed transcriptions
x̂ calculate loss LUTTS between x and x̂ and up-
date the model parameter.

(b) Only using image data: unrolled process IC→IR
in a visual chain
Using only image z in dataset DUxyz , image cap-
tions ŷ are generated with the IC model. These
captions are then used by the IR model to update
its multimodal space using pairwise rank loss,
which resulted in loss LUIR.

(c) Only using text data: unrolled process TTS→ASR
in the speech chain and IR→IC in the visual
chain
Given only the text in dataset DUxyz , TTS gener-
ates speech utterance x̂ for the ASR, which then
reconstructs the speech utterances into text ŷ in
which reconstruction loss LUASR between y and ŷ
can be calculated. On the other hand, image cap-
tions y retrieve images ẑ, which are reconstructed
into text ŷ using the IC model in which losses
LUIC are calculated between y and ŷ.

3. Single data (either speech (x), text (y), or images (z))
exist: train ASR & TTS jointly in the speech chain
and IC & IR in the visual chain (unsupervised learn-
ing)
In this case, only a single modality data (either speech,
text, or image) is available, and the others are empty.

(a) Only text data exist: train the speech and vi-
sual chains, as in 2(c)



If only text data are available in dataset DUy , we
can separately perform unrolled process TTS→ASR
in the speech chain and IR→IC in the visual chain

(b) Only speech data exist: speech chain→ visual
chain
If only speech data are available in dataset DUx ,
first we perform unrolled process ASR→TTS in
the speech chain (See 2(a)). The generated text
transcription ŷ is then used to performs IR→IC in
the visual chain (See 2(c)).

(c) Only image data exist: visual chain → speech
chain
If only image data are available in dataset DUz ,
first we perform unrolled process IC→IR in the
visual chain (See 2(b)). The generated image cap-
tion ŷ is then used to perform unrolled process
TTS→ASR in the speech chain (See 2(c)).

Here our main concern is the last point (3(c)). We are
interested to learn whether in the situation where only image
data exist (no more speech and text data are available) we can
still improve the ASR performance through a learning process
from a visual chain to a speech chain by leveraging cross-
modal data augmentation.

We combine all of the losses and update both the ASR and
TTS models as well as the IC and IR models:

Lsc =αASRL
P
ASR + αTTSL

P
TTS+

βASRL
U
ASR + βTTSL

U
TTS

(1)

θASR =Optim(θASR,5θASR
L) (2)

θTTS =Optim(θTTS ,5θTTS
L) (3)

Lvc = γICL
P
IC + γIRL

P
IR + δICL

U
IC + δIRL

U
IR (4)

θIC = Optim(θIC ,5θIC
L) (5)

θIR = Optim(θIR,5θIR
L) (6)

which results in losses Lsc and Lvc for the speech and visual
chains. Parameters α, β, γ, and δ are hyper-parameters for
scaling the loss between the supervised (paired) and unsuper-
vised (unpaired) losses in each chain.

3. MULTIMODAL CHAIN COMPONENTS
In this section, we briefly describe all of the components in-
side the multimodal chain framework.

3.1. Sequence-to-sequence ASR
We use the sequence-to-sequence ASR model with attention,
whose architecture resembles a previous one used in [9] that
is also based on LAS framework [13]. It directly models con-
ditional probability P (y|x) of transcription y given speech
feature x. For the speech feature, the MFCC or the mel-
spectogram are usually encoded by a bidirectional LSTM en-
coder. The hidden representations are then attended by a
LSTM or GRU decoder that decodes a sequence of charac-
ters or phonemes.

3.2. Sequence-to-sequence TTS

A sequence-to-sequence TTS is a parametric TTS that gen-
erates sequence of speech feature x from transcription y. We
also used similar architecture as a previous one used in [9]
which is based on a slight modification to Tacotron [14].
Tacotron produces a mel-spectogram given the text utter-
ances, and is further transformed into a linear spectogram so
that the speech signal can be reconstructed using the Griffin-
Lim algorithm [15].

3.3. Image Captioning
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An image captioning model receives image z and pro-
duces caption prediction ŷ = [ŷ0..ŷn] by minimizing softmax
cross entropy loss against original caption y = [y0..yn].
We utilized similar architecture as [16], where image z are
encoded through a series of convolutional neural network
encimg resulting in a high level feature representation within
a certain number of region encimg(z) = [r0..rn] that rep-
resent parts of the image. During decoding the [ŷ0..ŷn],
linear attention grounds each decoded word into corre-
lated image region rn by calculating alignment probability
at(encimg(z)) = Align([r0..rn], ht) over decoder states ht.
Unlike Xu et al’s model, we use ResNet [17] instead of VGG
[18].

3.4. Image Retrieval

Neural IR models [19, 20, 21, 22] are implemented by re-
alizing a multimodal embedding between image z and its
caption y. Image embedding ze is usually extracted from a
series of pretrained convolutional neural networks followed
by linear transformation. Recurrent neural network encoder
are used to generate caption embedding ye, which is trans-
formed from the last encoder state hn that encodes sequence
of words [y0..yn]. These two embedding representations are
then trained using pairwise rank loss function LIR to join
them into a unique multimodal embedding space.

As shown in Eq. 7, this procedure reduces mean squared
distance d between each image embedding ze with related
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caption represented with text embedding ye, and increases its
distance with unrelated caption ŷe. Margin M is used to dis-
tance the already similar pairs, providing space to optimize
the hard-positive examples:

LIR =
∑
|ye|

∑
|ẑe|

max{0,M − d(ye, ze) + d(ye, ẑe)}+

∑
|ze|

∑
|ŷe|

max{0,M − d(ze, ye) + d(ze, ŷe)}
(7)

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

4.1. Corpus Dataset
Table 1. Training data partition for Flickr30k with three con-
ditions: (1) available paired data are denoted as©, (2) avail-
able data but unpaired are denoted as N, and unavailable data
are denoted as ×.

Dataset Speech Text Image # Data* Training
x y z Type

DPxyz © © © 2000 1 (paired)
DUxyz N N N 7000 2 (unpaired)
DUx N × × 10000 3 (unpaired)
DUz × × N 10000 3 (unpaired)

We ran our experiment with the Flickr30k dataset [23] that
has 31,014 photos of everyday activities, events, and scenes.
Similar to other image captioning datasets, each image has
five captions with a vocabulary of 18k words. However, since
we use this dataset not only for captioning but also for re-
trieval, we need to maintain a balance between source and
target. For image captioning, we use one caption per im-
age to make the learning target consistent by avoiding one-to-
many confusion. Conversely, in image retrieval we used all
five captions because the learning target is already consistent.
To train the speech counterpart of our proposed architecture,
we generated speech from the Flickr30k captions using single
speaker Google TTS. The transcription resulted in 145k ut-
terances, all with the same speaker, with the total duration of

*Different modality has different unit (speech=utterance, text=sentence,
image=picture). In paired data, one image is at least associated with one text
sentence and one speech utterance.

178.8 hours. Each caption typically consists of 12.32 words
in the form of a sentence.

In our experiment, we used the dev and test set of
Flickr30k for validation and testing, respectively. Similar
to the training data, Google TTS is also used to generate the
corresponding speech (single speaker voice) of these two sets.

To show the capability of our model for semi-supervised
learning, we formulated the training part of the dataset into
four parts. For more details, see the specifications in Section
2. The selection of which data belongs to which part was
done randomly since all the training data are shuffled before
being split into four parts. The first part, DPxyz , was used to
supervisedly train each model (Type 1), because all the data
are paired (©). Next, the DUxyz dataset, which has all the
modalities available but unpaired (N) was used to separately
train the speech and visual chains (Type 2). DUx andDUz are
assumed to be a single modality corpus (×), which only has
speech and images without any transcription or captioning.
By decoding the DUx dataset into image captions, and DUz

into utterance transcriptions, we can use the generated data to
further semi-supervisedly improve each model (Type 3).

Without our proposed architecture, these monomodal data
DUx and DUz cannot be used because their modality is com-
pletely unrelated to the chain in the other modality pair. As
mentioned above, our main concern is to know whether it is
still possible to improve ASR performance in the Type 3 sit-
uation, where only image data is available on DUz .

4.2. Model Details
We used a standard sequence-to-sequence model with an
MLP attention module for ASR as mentioned in Section 3.1.
For the TTS, we used Tacotron 3.2. The features and archi-
tecture of the ASR and TTS models are similar with Tjandra
et al. (2017) single speaker speech chain models [9]. We used
an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-3 for the ASR
model, 2.5e-4 for the TTS model, and 1e-4 for the IC model.
For the IR model, we used a stochastic gradient descent with
a 0.1 learning rate.

In the visual chain, we implemented the IC and IR mod-
els as previously described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. For the
convolutional part that extracts the image features, we used
ResNet [17] as an image encoder in IC and IR. In the IC
model, we removed the last two layers of the ResNet, which
yields a 14x14 latent representation of the image region in
which the decoder could attend to. Then, for the IR model, we
removed the last layer, giving us a 2048-dimensional hidden
representation that can be regarded as an image representa-
tion. These representations are then linearly transformed into
300-dimensional image embeddings. On the other hand, we
generated text embeddings using a single-layer bidirectional
LSTM with 256 hidden sizes in each direction.

We decoded the transcription in the speech chain using
beam-search decoding with a size of three. Similarly, during
the visual chain operation, the IC model produced its hypoth-



esis using beam-search decoding of the same size. The granu-
larity difference between each chain (i.e., char and word) was
fixed during training between the chains. To simulate sam-
pling in the IR hypothesis, we randomly sampled one hypoth-
esis from five candidates.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

5.1. A Large Amount of Paired Data Exists - Topline Case

Table 2. Our ASR and TTS performance in comparison with
the existing published results

Data ASR TTS
CER(%) L2-norm2

Kim et al. [24] 11.08 -
Tjandra et al. [25] 6.60 0.682
Ours 6.87 0.653

Table 3. Our IC and IR performance in comparison with the
existing published results

Data IC IR
BLEU1 R@10↑ med r↓

Xu et al. (2015) [16] 67.00 - -
Vilalta et al. (2017) [20] - 59.8 6
Ours 66.27 62.42 5

In this subsection, we assumed that a large amount of
paired data exists. Therefore, we can train each model inde-
pendently using supervised training. Here we compared the
performance of all the system components with the existing
published results on a well-known dataset. For the ASR and
TTS tasks, we evaluated the performance of our models on
the Wall Street Journal dataset [26], which is a natural mul-
tispeaker speech corpus. Our settings for the training, devel-
opment, and test sets are identical as the Kaldi s5 recipe [27].
We trained our model with the WSJ-SI284 data. Our valida-
tion set was dev93, and our test set was eval92. For the IC
and IR tasks, we evaluated the performance of our models on
a full set of Flickr30k.

Tables 2 and 3 show a comparable evaluation for the ASR-
TTS and IC-IR tasks. As seen in the table, our ASR performs
better than Kim et al. [24] and provides a similar performance
to Tjandra et al. [10]. Our TTS model also performs on par
with Tjandra et al. [10]. Our IC model also performed on
par on the Flickr30k dataset with the work by Xu et al. by a
0.7 BLEU1 margin. Finally, we compared our IR model with
Vilalta et al. (2017) who proposed a full network embedding
model in which our model performed slightly better. These
results reveal that in a fully supervised scenario, our model
works as well as previously published papers.

*We trained our baseline model with the only 2k paired data to simulate
a real-condition where an only small amount of paired dataset is available to
show that our chain can improve the initial model that was only trained with
a small amount of data using semi-supervised learning fashion.

Table 4. ASR and TTS performance using Multimodal Chain

Data ASR TTS
WER(%) L2-norm2

Baseline: ASR & TTS
(Supervised learning - Type 1)

D
Pxyz
xy 2k* 81.31 0.874

Proposed: speech chain ASR→TTS and TTS→ASR
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 2(a)&2(c))

+DUxyz
xy 7k 10.60 0.714

Proposed: visual chain→ speech chain
Semi-supervised learning - Type 3(b)&3(a))

+DUz10k 7.97 0.645
Topline: ASR & TTS separately
(Supervised learning - Full Data)

D
Pxyz
xy 29k 2.37 0.398

Table 5. IC and IR performance using Multimodal Chain

Data IC IR
BLEU1 R@10↑ med r↓
Baseline: IC & IR

(Supervised learning - Type 1)
D
Pxyz
yz 2k* 33.91 26.88 34

Proposed: visual chain IC→IR and IR→IC
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 2(b)&2(c))
+DUxyz

yz 7k 42.11 28.14 31
Proposed: speech chain→ visual chain

Semi-supervised learning - Type 3(c)&3(a))
+DUx10k 43.08 28.44 30

Topline: IC & IR separately
(Supervised learning - Full data)

D
Pxyz
yz 29k 66.27 62.42 5

5.2. Only a Small Amount of Paired Data Exists -
Utilizing Multimodal Chain

As explained in Sec. 2, in this section we demonstrate how
our proposed multimodal chain mechanism deal with the
data composition written in Table 4.1 where there are only
2k speech-text-image paired data, 7k speech-text-image un-
paired data and 10k single modality data.

Note that in this research, the idea is not to show that the
multimodal chain can outperform a baseline that was only
trained with a small dataset. Instead, we want to identify how
much we can improve performance when only unpaired data
are available or even how much more improvement is possi-
ble when the required data are no longer available. We are
interested to see how much we can improve the ASR perfor-
mance when no more speech and text are available to train the
model.

Table 4 shows the ASR and TTS results from the scenar-
ios in Section 2. First, we trained them on 2k paired data
D
Pxyz
xy as shown in the first block using the supervised train-



ing method. This initial model is then used in the next step as
the speech chain component. We continued the training into
the speech chain using DUxyz

xy 7k data and achieved 10.60%
WER and 0.714 L2-norm2. Finally, using the IC model that
was trained semi-supervisedly through Type 2(a)&2(c), we
decoded the image-only DUz dataset which enables it to be
used in speech chain. By this way, we achieved about 2.6%
WER improvement over the original speech chain [9] that was
only trained using the speech and text datasets. This result
proved that the cross-modal data augmentation from the im-
age modality into this speech chain is correlated positively
with model quality. Our proposed strategies makes improve-
ment of ASR and TTS possible, even without any speech or
text data, with the help of a visual chain.

Table 5 shows the IC and IR results from similar scenar-
ios with the improvement from the speech chain. First, we
did training using paired 2k data and achieved the baseline
score shown in the first block. Next, we semi-supervisedly
trained the IC and IR models in the visual chain mechanism,
and produced over 8.2 BLEU1 improvement, 1.26 recall at 10
(R@10) improvement and 3 point improvement for the me-
dian r metrics. Finally, in the third block we show that the
visual chain can also be improved using speech data, by the
help of speech chain. There was about 1 point improvement
in terms of BLEU for IC (high is good) and median r for IR
(low is good). This result also implies that using our pro-
posed learning strategy, the IC and IR model can be improved
even without image and text datasets available. Therefore,
we showed that it also works not only from image-to-speech
modality, but also reversely.

6. RELATED WORKS
Human communication is multisensory and involves several
communication channels, including auditory and visual chan-
nels. Such multiple signals in different form are processed
based on their characteristics, but later can be used for mu-
tual augmentation. Moreover, the sensory inputs from several
modalities share complementary behavior to ensure a robust
perception of the overall information.

Over the past decades, several studies have integrated
audio and visual cues to improve speech recognition perfor-
mance. Within recent deep learning frameworks, Petridis
et al. [28] proposed one of the first end-to-end audiovisual
speech recognition schemes. Another approach is the “Watch,
Listen, Attend, and Spell (WLAS)” framework [29], which
is an extension of the LAS framework [13] for speech recog-
nition tasks that utilize a dual attention mechanism that can
operate in three ways: over visual input only, audio input
only, or both. Afouras et al. [30] also proposed a deep audio-
visual speech recognition to recognize phrases and sentences
spoken by a talking face with or without audio.

Therefore, although the idea of incorporating visual in-
formation for automatic speech recognition (ASR) is basi-
cally not new, most approaches are usually done by simply

concatenating the information that is inefficient to effectively
fuse information from various modalities. Furthermore, these
methods require that all of the information from these modal-
ities be available altogether, which is often difficult. In con-
trast, humans process different modalities by different organs
(i.e., ears for listening, mouths for speaking, eyes for seeing,
etc.), which enables independent processing of such informa-
tion while simultaneously opening room for augmenting each
other.

Previously, a machine speech chain, based on sequence-
to-sequence deep learning, was proposed to mimic speech
perception and production behavior. It separately processed
listening and speaking by ASR and a text-to-speech synthe-
sis (TTS), but also enabled semi-supervised learning to teach
each other when they received unpaired data. Unfortunately,
our study is limited to speech and textual modalities. In fact,
natural communication is actually multimodal because it in-
volves both auditory and visual sensory systems

In this research, we take a further step to construct a multi-
modal chain and design a closely knit chain architecture that
combines ASR, TTS, image captioning, and image produc-
tion (retrieval or generation) models into a single framework.
The framework allows each component to be trained without
a large number of parallel multimodal data. Our experimental
results show that further training of an ASR without available
speech and text data remains possible by cross-modal data
augmentation through our proposed multimodal chain, which
improves ASR performance.

7. CONCLUSION

We described a novel approach for cross-modal data augmen-
tation that upgrades a speech chain into a multimodal chain.
We proposed a visual chain by jointly training IC and IR
models in a loop connection that can learn semi-supervisedly
over an unpaired image-text dataset. Then we improved the
speech chain using an image-only dataset, bridged by our vi-
sual chain, and vice-versa. Therefore, we conclude that it
is still possible to improve ASR, even without speech and
text data available, with our proposed multimodal chain. We
showed that each model in both chains can assist each other
given an incomplete dataset by leveraging the data augmenta-
tion among modalities. In the future, we will jointly train both
the speech and visual chain so that both can also be updated
together. Furthermore, following the previous speech chain
[10] that can synthesize multi-speaker speech, we will inves-
tigate our multimodal chain on natural multispeaker speech
dataset as well.
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